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What I stand for / is what I stand on. – Wendell Berry

I. INTRODUCTION

What is communicated when a neighbor raises raspberries instead of roses on the porch trellis, grows lacinato kale rather than creeping bentgrass in the front yard, or keeps Buckeye hens rather than a Bulldog? This essay asserts that these and other urban agricultural practices are expressive—that they are not just ends in themselves but are communicative acts. These acts are intended to educate neighbors, assert a viewpoint, establish identity, and are widely viewed as symbols of support for a social and political movement—what Michael Pollan has dubbed the “Food Movement.” And, as symbolic acts, they deserve protection under the First Amendment.

This article will first examine the recognition of the Food Movement as a social and political movement. It will then look at how gardens and other urban homesteading practices, like raising chickens and bees, are broadly asserted and accepted as symbols of the Food Movement. Finally, it will assess how First Amendment principles will apply to these urban agricultural practices and the degree of constitutional protection they should receive.

Good food is a right, not a privilege. – Alice Waters

II. THE FOOD MOVEMENT: THE BELIEF THAT THE CONVENTIONAL FOOD SYSTEM IS UNHEALTHY AND UNSUSTAINABLE AND THE ENDEAVOR TO CREATE SUSTAINABLE ALTERNATIVES

We are in the midst of a Food Movement—both nationally and
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internationally.\textsuperscript{5} Michael Pollan, who has been an instigator, catalyst, and documentarian of the movement, describes it as an economic, social, and burgeoning political movement.\textsuperscript{6} While the movement is not fully coherent, nor centrally organized, it shares common goals. Like many movements, the goals are political, but also more than political. Pollan writes that people are attracted to the movement because it is also striving for something much broader and deeper than just seeking a change in the law:

It would be a mistake to conclude that the food movement’s agenda can be reduced to a set of laws, policies, and regulations, important as these may be. What is attracting so many people to the movement today (and young people in particular) is a much less conventional kind of politics, one that is about something more than food. The food movement is also about community, identity, pleasure, and, most notably, about carving out a new social and economic space removed from the influence of big corporations on the one side and government on the other.\textsuperscript{7}

He later states more succinctly, “Put another way, the food movement has set out to foster new forms of civil society.”\textsuperscript{8}

Political scientist Janet Flammang, in her book \textit{The Taste for Civilization: Food, Politics, and Civil Society}, views the food movement as a collective yearning to return to a more civil society.\textsuperscript{9} She asserts “the mealtimes rituals of food preparation, serving and dining—lay the foundation for a proper education on the value of civility, the importance of the common good, and what it means to be a good citizen.”\textsuperscript{10} And, because our food system has become “industrialized and profit-centered,” and food-work and the rituals surrounding it have been devalued, “civility is eroding.”\textsuperscript{11}

In finding that the values that underlie the Food Movement provide a path to civility, Flammang points to the work of recognized leaders within the movement such as Carlo Petrini, the founder of Slow Food, an organization that started in Italy to protest McDonald’s but is now a global movement to create and preserve alternate food channels that benefit, celebrate, and bind local communities.\textsuperscript{12} Flammang quotes the Slow Food Manifesto to show that the values of the Food Movement are political and civic values:

\begin{flushright}
\textit{ed.},2010); \textit{ROBERT GOTTLIEB \\& ANUPAMA JOSHI, FOOD JUSTICE (2010); SANDOR ELLIX KATZ, THE REVOLUTION WILL NOT BE MICROWAVED: INSIDE AMERICA’S UNDERGROUND FOOD MOVEMENTS (2006).}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
5. \textit{See, e.g., MATTHEW REED, REBELS FOR THE SOIL: THE RISE OF THE GLOBAL ORGANIC FOOD AND FARMING MOVEMENT (2010); CARLO PETRINI, TERRA MADRE, FORGING A NEW GLOBAL NETWORK OF SUSTAINABLE FOOD COMMUNITIES (2010).}
\end{flushright}
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7. Pollan, supra note 2.
8. Id.
11. Id.
12. Flammang, supra note 9, at 70. \textit{See also SLOW FOOD, http://www.slowfood.com (last visited Dec. 27, 2012).}
Our century, which began and has developed under the insignia of industrial civilization, first invented the machine and then took it as its life model. We are enslaved by speed and have all succumbed to the same insidious virus: Fast Life, which disrupts our habits, pervades the privacy of our homes and forces us to eat Fast Foods. . . . A firm defense of quiet material pleasure is the only way to oppose the universal folly of Fast Life. . . . Our defense should begin at the table with Slow Food. Let us rediscover the flavors and savors of regional cooking and banish the degrading effects of Fast Food. In the name of productivity, Fast Life has changed our way of being and threatens our environment and our landscapes. So Slow Food is now the only truly progressive answer.13

She also points to the work of Alice Waters, a chef who founded the restaurant Chez Panisse, and her Delicious Revolution, a revolution that places our relationship to local farmers and fresh local organic food at the center of its philosophy.14 In her book, Flammang quotes Alice Waters to support her assertion that the Food Movement is the basis of a new kind of politics—one that places sustainability, connection, and civility at its center. She states that if you choose to eat mass-produced fast food, you are supporting

a network of supply and demand that is destroying local communities and traditional ways of life all over the world—a system that replaces self-sufficiency with dependence. And you are supporting a method of agriculture that is ecologically unsound—that depletes the soil and leaves harmful chemical residues in our food. But if you decide to eat fresh food in season—and only in season—that is locally grown by farmers who take care of the earth, then you are contributing to the health and stability of local agriculture and local communities.15

Flammang also uses a quote from Alice Waters to support the idea that the food movement is political and, in fact, should be the central concern of the polity:

Food . . . [is] the center of a wheel with all these spokes going out. It addresses all of the other problems that we’re having: about health, education, and the environment. . . . People who do not see eating as part of politics are certainly missing out on a way of connecting with people and seducing them to your point of view because everyone wants to eat good food. They need to eat. So it’s just a mystery why politics are really not about food policy. And of course I see it as the center of politics. I think that when you make the right decisions about what you are going to eat, you make the right decisions about everything that you are doing in your life. It’s a place where you can find meaning in your life.16

Flammang argues that the central tenets of the food movement, placing appreciation for the way food is grown, prepared, and shared at the center of our lives, is necessary to reverse the decline in civility.17

Matthew Reed, a sociologist, in his book, Rebels for the Soil, defines the
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13. Flammang, supra note 9, at 70.
15. Flammang, supra note 9, at 186 (citing Alice Waters, Address Delivered at Mills College Commencement: The Ethics of Eating (May 22, 1994)).
16. Flammang, supra note 9, at 189.
17. Id.
movement as global—and compares it to the civil rights movement in that it is “a collection of people who seek a mutual set of goals or pursue collective ideas,” 18 who “undertake purposeful social action to advance their aims” 19 and who “create a range of organizations to sustain and further not only their ideas but also to support their sense of togetherness.” 20 Reed also asserts that, like the civil rights movement, it is not just a national struggle to change laws, but an international movement to change society. 21

In recognition of the food movement, news organizations and universities are responding. The New York Times has dedicated a full-time columnist—Mark Bittman—to explore issues related to food, health, and the environment. 22 His column is featured in the Opinion Pages: a section dedicated to political commentary. 23 The University of California at Berkeley has an online course entitled, Edible Education: The Rise and Future of the Food Movement, featuring recognized leaders of the movement such as Carlo Petrini and Alice Waters, already mentioned, and Marion Nestle, a nutritionist who has written several books about how the industrial food system negatively affects public and individual health. 24 It also features Ann Cooper, who founded lunchbox.org to find ways to link school cafeterias to local and organic food. 25

While this movement has recognized leaders, it is not just about a few authors who have written books documenting abuses in our current food system; it involves the work of many communities, organizations, and individuals. Food Policy Councils, which are quasi-governmental organizations, are being established in many cities and states across the country to help create and support alternate local food systems. 26 Numerous non-profit organizations support these alternate food

18. Reed, supra note 5, at 11.
19. Id. at 10.
20. Id.
21. Id. at 27.
channels, which include farmer’s markets, Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) programs, urban farms, community gardens, and individual gardeners in urban environments. 27 And in an effort to reconnect with where their food comes from, individuals are seeking ways to grow and raise more of the food they eat themselves. 28

While leaders of this movement come from different places and approach their activism from different angles, most agree that, at its heart, this movement is a challenge to and a denouncement of the current industrial food system—what Pollan calls “Big Food.” 29 This challenge is grounded in the belief that the existing food system, including the way food is grown, processed, transported, sold, prepared, and consumed is unhealthy and unsustainable. 30 Some of the concerns come from a fear that the current method of growing commodity crops like corn and soybeans as a mono-culture crop, heavily dependent on petroleum-based fertilizers and chemical herbicides, is depleting the soil and causing irreparable harm to biodiversity and the environment. 31 There are also concerns that the overproduction of these commodity crops is causing an abundance of corn, providing a cheap, albeit unnatural, food source for livestock. 32 And this abundance is leading to raising livestock in densely populated indoor Confined Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs), which—because so many animals are confined in a small space—makes it difficult for the proprietors to maintain


28. Barbara Kingsolver is a widely regarded spokesperson in this movement when she chronicled her year of attempting to raise all of the food for herself and her family. But she did so in a rural setting. BARBARA KINGSOLVER WITH STEVEN L. HOPP & CAMILLE KINGSOLVER, ANIMAL, VEGETABLE, MIRACLE, A YEAR OF FOOD LIFE (2007). Many others have documented their quests to raise their own food in urban settings. E.g., BRETT L. MARKHAM, MINI-FARMING SELF-SUFFICIENCY ON ¼ ACRE (2010); NOVELLA CARPENTER, FARM CITY: THE EDUCATION OF AN URBAN FARMER (2009); HEATHER C. FLORES, FOOD NOT LAWNS: HOW TO TURN YOUR YARD INTO A GARDEN AND YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD INTO A COMMUNITY (2006).

29. Pollan, supra note 4.

30. Pollan, supra note 2, at 5; REED, supra note 5, at 2.


32. See id. at 50.
sanitary and humane conditions. And because of their unnatural diet, animals raised in CAFOs often have diseases such as variants of E. coli that potentially can harm the people who eat them. Some of the concerns stem from the unknown risks of genetically modifying our food. Some stem from the way much of our food is grown so that it can survive being shipped across vast distances and still look appealing in the grocery store. Some are concerned with the security of our food system, because so much of our food travels so far from producer to consumer that we have made ourselves vulnerable to food shortages caused by terrorist attacks or natural disasters. Some are concerned with the way that much of our food is heavily processed, stripped of nutrients, while adding fat and sugar to chemically engineer a product that people will want to eat. And, some are concerned that the average person’s attenuation and distance from how food is grown, produced, and prepared is a factor in why many of these problems currently exist.

 Portions of the food movement address these concerns through advocating for organic food, campaigning against genetically modified crops, reforming the school lunch program, reforming the farm bill, and encouraging locavorism.

38. See, e.g., FOOD POLITICS, supra note 24, at 295.
39. See, e.g., MICHAEL POLLAN, IN DEFENSE OF FOOD: AN EATER’S MANIFESTO 160 (2008) [hereinafter IN DEFENSE OF FOOD].
43. See generally DANIEL IMHOFF, FOOD FIGHT, THE CITIZEN’S GUIDE TO THE NEXT FOOD AND FARM BILL (2012).
44. See generally KATHERINE GUSTAFSON, CHANGE COMES TO DINNER: HOW VERTICAL FARMERS, URBAN GROWERS, AND OTHER INNOVATORS ARE REVOLUTIONIZING HOW AMERICA EATS (2012).
and urban agriculture.\textsuperscript{45} While each of these is a different approach to reforming the conventional food system, these portions are all part of the same meal; they are all concerned with communicating to others that our food system is unsustainable and that we, collectively, must do something about it—either as growers, preparers, or eaters of food.

This movement has already had a political impact. The government is responding symbolically, with changes in policy and with changes to the law. As discussed in more detail below, the President and the Secretary of Agriculture have established organic gardens on government property with the purpose of educating others about the value of local and organic food.\textsuperscript{46} The USDA has established a “Know Your Food, Know Your Farmer” initiative to promote sustainable local and regional food systems.\textsuperscript{47} The Congressional Research Service has recently released a policy paper about what the government is currently doing to support local food systems and what more the government could do in the next farm bill.\textsuperscript{48} Federal legislators have proposed bills to support urban agricultural practices and local food.\textsuperscript{49} And many local governments have recently changed their ordinances to allow for and support urban agricultural initiatives like micro-livestock and community gardens.\textsuperscript{50}

\textsuperscript{45}See Jennifer Cockrall-King, Food and the City: Urban Agriculture and the New Food Revolution (2012); Mark Gorgolewski et al., Carrot City: Creating Places for Urban Agriculture (2011).

\textsuperscript{46}See infra Part III.


\textsuperscript{50}E.g., Kimberly Hodgeson et al., Urban Agriculture: Growing Healthy Sustainable Places, (Am. Planning Ass’n Planning Advisory Serv., Report No. 563, Jan. 2011) [hereinafter Growing Healthy Sustainable Places] (surveying various cities’ urban agricultural ordinances); Anne Marie Chaker, Backyard Farming Gets Fancy, Wall St. J., Jan. 29, 2013, available at http://online.wsj.com/article_email/SB100014241278873233752045782717409339913541lMyQJaAmTazMDMwMTExMDEyWj.html?mod=wsj_mailtop_email (reporting that “[h]undreds of local restrictions on backyard chickens have been lifted in the past five years . . .”); Department of Planning and Development, Urban Agriculture in Seattle, SEATTLE.GOV, http://www.seattle.gov/dpd/planning/urbanagriculture/Overview/ (last visited Dec. 28, 2012) (describing how Seattle changed its zoning ordinances to allow for urban farms and community gardens in all zones, permit residents to sell food grown on their property, and raised the number of hens allowed per lot from 3 to 8); Recent Updates to Cleveland’s Zoning Code, City CLEVELAND City PLAN, COMMISSION, http://planning.city.cleveland.oh.us/zoning/cpc.php (last visited Dec. 28, 2012) (describing updates to zoning ordinances to allow an urban garden district and to allow residents to keep chickens, goats, and bees); Chad Deal, City Council Unanimously Votes in Favor of Urban Agriculture Amendments, SAN DIEGO READER (Jan. 31, 2012), http://www.sandiegoreader.com/weblogs/news-ticker/2012/jan/31/citycouncil-unanimously-in-favor-of-urban-agricul/ (describing how San Diego adopted amendments to
This essay concerns individual acts within the Food Movement—asserting the ultimate control over the food system and developing a closer relationship to food by growing one’s own food. This essay asserts that participating in the local food movement through agricultural practices, like gardening and raising micro-livestock such as chickens and bees, is a communicative act. An urban garden displayed in the front yard shows solidarity with and educates neighbors about the food movement. Such a garden is not just any communicative act; it is a statement on the political, economic, and environmental status quo—a statement that is at the core of the First Amendment’s protection of free speech. Because the First Amendment protects communicative acts, the constitutional protection can lead to friction with local zoning ordinances that ban many of the symbols at the core of this movement. The burgeoning recognition of the Food Movement as a social and political movement, and agricultural practices as symbols of the movement, should, therefore, lead to municipalities reconsidering bans on urban agricultural practices, both in response to political pressure from the movement itself—something that is already happening—and in response to the unconstitutional nature of any law that bans symbolic speech.

**Certain gardens are described as retreats when they are really attacks. – Ian Hamilton Finlay**

### III. The Symbolic Garden

Matthew Reed, in categorizing the Food Movement as a social and political movement, emphasizes that symbols and symbolic acts are important components of the movement. “The diffusion and formulation of symbols in a movement is an important activity and one that has a central place in the organic food and farming movement.” The symbols specific to this movement are agricultural. Reed asserts that both the means of growing food and the food itself are symbolic: “[o]rganic food exists both as a material manifestation of the ideas of the movement but also as exemplars of its ideas, which in part explains why they are

---

51. Cobb, supra note 4, at 12 (“Instead of despairing over a system that is out of their control, people are finding respite and renewal in seeking out what they can control.”).

52. Meyer v. Grant, 486 U.S. 414, 422 n.5 (1988) (finding that core political speech is “informative and perhaps persuasive speech seeking support for particular causes or for particular views on economic, political, or social issues . . . .”).


54. See supra note 49.


56. Reed, supra note 5, at 26.
often so carefully and critically scrutinized.”

One of the foremost symbols of the Food Movement in the United States is the organic garden that First Lady Michelle Obama planted on the White House lawn in March of 2009. Though many other presidents had gardens at the White House, this garden is the biggest and most expansive. Notably, it is not the first White House garden grown for an expressly symbolic purpose; in 1943, Eleanor Roosevelt planted a Victory Garden on the White House lawn with the purpose of inspiring other Americans to do the same to support the war effort. The current garden is, however, the first garden at the White House in support of the Food Movement.

It is also the first White House garden that was the result of organized advocacy efforts to raise awareness about local food. Kitchen Garden International, a non-profit group that describes its mission as one to “empower individuals, families, and communities to achieve greater levels of food self-reliance through the promotion of kitchen gardening, home-cooking, and sustainable local food systems,” claims responsibility for the White House Garden through its “Eat the View” campaign. This campaign targeted the President and First Lady to encourage them to grow a garden on the White House Lawn and worked to achieve that goal through a White House garden petition, massive national and international press coverage, and lobbying efforts from thousands of people and gardeners. Kitchen Gardeners International targeted the White House because “one patch of land stood out as having more symbolic power than any other…the mother of all large, grassy lawns in need of an edible makeover…”

First Lady Michelle Obama has capitalized on the symbolic nature of the garden by using it as a tool to educate others about solutions to her signature issue in President Obama’s first term—childhood obesity. When she announced that she was planting the garden, she acknowledged its symbolic purpose by announcing that the garden was meant to educate children about the healthfulness of local produce at a time when many children suffer from obesity and diabetes caused by a poor diet. In an interview with the New York Times, Ms. Obama said, “My hope

57. Id. at 27.
60. Id. See also Kate H. Brown & Andrew L. Jameton, Public Health Implications of Urban Agriculture, 21 J. PUB. HEALTH POL’Y 20, 22 (2000) (explaining that Victory Gardens were a symbolic gesture to support the war effort, but also greatly aided food security during the war because home gardeners were able to grow 40% of the nation’s vegetables). For a more in-depth history that connects Victory Gardens to American self-expression, see Char Miller, In the Sweat of Our Brow: Citizenship in American Domestic Practice During WWII—Victory Gardens, 26 J. AM. CULTURE 395, 406 (2003).
63. Id. at Slide Presentation. Slide 3 of 48.
64. MICHELLE OBAMA, AMERICAN GROWN: THE STORY OF THE WHITE HOUSE KITCHEN GARDEN AND GARDENS ACROSS AMERICA 9 (2012) ("I hoped this garden would help begin a conversation about
… is that through children, they will begin to educate their families and that will, in turn, begin to educate our communities.”

She followed that up with saying that she wanted to share what she learned about fresh and local foods with “a broader base of people. And what better way to do it than to plant a vegetable garden in the South Lawn of the White House?” Ms. Obama later added bees to the garden, thus also providing a symbol for the micro-livestock movement. And this year she published a book about the garden, where she identifies gardens as part of a nationwide movement by writing, “All across this great country of ours, something truly special is taking root. And that is the story I want to tell in this book: the story of how, together, in gardens large and small, we have begun to grow a healthier nation.”

She also explicitly ties the garden to the food movement’s opposition to the conventional food system by divulging a concern of a Lieutenant General of the U.S. Army. She relates an anecdote where the officer told her that under the nation’s current food system, 41% of people applying to join the army are overweight or obese, and many have brittle bones from lack of calcium and rotted teeth from too much sugar and processed food. Ms. Obama is demonstrating that there is something wrong with our current system and that alternative food channels, like gardening, local food, and organic food, are solutions to the problem.

This is not the only symbolic government garden at the federal level. Tom Vilsack, the Agriculture Secretary and thus the head of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), has started a People’s Garden on the entire grounds of a federal building—the USDA Jamie L. Whitten Building. The garden is meant to showcase a sustainable landscape, with plans to become fully certified as organic. Secretary Vilsack also embraces the symbolic and communicative power of the garden when he announced that “(t)he garden will help explain to the public how small things they can do at home, at their business
or on their farm or ranch, can promote sustainability, conserve the nation’s natural resources, and make America a leader in combating climate change.73 The People’s Garden, however, is not only located in DC, the USDA has nearly 600 People’s Gardens across the country that USDA employees created. The USDA also supports nearly 700 community gardens as partners in the People’s Garden Initiative.74

The symbolic power of a garden is not limited to government gardens at the federal level. Every garden has the power to educate others about local food and to signal to society that the person growing it is showing solidarity with an international social and political movement. Michelle Obama recognizes the power of other gardens by dedicating much of her book to describing other community garden projects.75 The Environmental Protection Agency also recognizes the educational and symbolic value of all gardens when it states, in an information page about urban agriculture, that urban gardens can “connect cultures and encourage healthy eating habits while teaching useful skills.”76

And, of course, numerous non-governmental sources recognize the symbolic power of urban agricultural practices. Rebecca Solnit, in her article Revolutionary Plots goes even further and writes that urban gardens are not just a symbol but the symbol for this generation.77 She notes that the garden is where this generation locates their idealism: “Thought of just as means of producing food, the achievements of urban agriculture may be modest, but as means of producing understanding, community, social transformation, and catalytic action, they may be the opposite. When they’re at their best, urban farms and gardens are a way to change the world.”78 Barbara Kingsolver, in her book Animal, Vegetable, Miracle, adds raising micro-livestock to the mix of symbols for this movement when she writes that raising chickens is a communicative act: “[m]aintaining a naturally breeding poultry flock is a rebellion, at the most basic level, against the wholly artificial nature of how foods are produced.”79

The recognition that gardens are symbols ranges beyond politicians and writers. The American Planning Association has recognized the symbolic importance of urban agricultural practices when it announced that “backyard and community gardens in places big and small have become important symbols of the local food movement.”80 And people who raise backyard chickens often do so

73. Id.
75. OBAMA, supra note 64.
77. Solnit, supra note 4 (“I sometimes find myself telling the students that baby boomers in their youth famously had sex, drugs, and rock-and-roll, but the young now have gardens.”).
78. Id.
79. KINGSOLVER, supra note 28, at 322. She also writes more poetically later that “the heirloom turkeys are not just large birds but symbols of a precarious hold on a vanishing honesty. The chickens are secondary protagonists, the tomatoes are allegorical. The zucchini may be just zucchini.” Id. at 335.
expressly to show they embrace the Food Movement.81 Guinevere Higgins, who helped found the Charlottesville League of Urban Chicken Keepers (CLUCK), says, “This is just another great way of opting out of an industrial food system that people are really not happy about.”82 Denis Stearns, a lawyer who represents victims of food-borne illnesses, writes that keeping chickens is a symbolic way of protesting the exile of agriculture from the city limits, which, because it contributes to the concept that raising livestock should be hidden from public view, allows livestock to be raised in inhumane, cruel, and ultimately unhealthy ways.83 He writes, “[o]ne significant benefit, then, of backyard chickens is how they reverse, even if only to a small or symbolic degree, the banishment of agriculture from our cities and suburbs.”84

And perhaps the contentious nature of some urban agricultural practices, like front-yard gardens and backyard chickens, is because of the symbolic impact of these practices—because they are understood to be communicating condemnation of the conventional food system. Barak Y. Orbach and Frances R. Sjoberg have written several articles documenting disputes over legalizing backyard chickens in urban areas.85 A central point in their articles is that the contentiousness surrounding the issue is much higher than the issue at stake.86 To support this, they quote one mayor as stating that “[t]here’s a lot of anger around this issue for some reason. More so than the war by far.”87 When debating whether to legalize keeping chickens in the city, one concern comes up repeatedly: the belief that chickens simply do not belong in cities.88 This poorly articulated rejection of chickens (and other agricultural practices) as not belonging in cities is a rejection of some of the central tenets of the Food Movement—that we need to reconnect with how our


84. Id.


86. Orbach & Sjoberg, supra note 85, at 11 (“While we do not quantify the social costs of the debates, controversies, and disputes, we do show that they were unexpectedly high, considering the fact that the issue at stake—whether and how to permit backyard chickens—is relatively insignificant.”).

87. Orbach & Sjoberg, supra note 85, at 24.

88. Patricia E. Salkin, Feeding the Locavores, One Chicken at a Time: Regulating Backyard Chickens, 34:3 ZONING & PLAN. L. REP. 669 (Mar. 2011); Orbach & Sjoberg, supra note 85, at 36, 54 (citing a mayor as stating, “‘You can’t raise animals or livestock in the city.’” and a Chicago alderwoman as stating, “‘I think chickens should be raised on a farm.’”).
food is grown and raised.89 Thus, while some cities may try to cast the terms of the debate as being over whether neighbors are comfortable with a chicken coop next door or the aesthetics of a front-yard garden, this is not really what the debate is about. These debates over city ordinances are actually a debate about the larger concerns of the food movement—that the way we currently get most of our food is unsustainable and that we need to forge alternate food systems. And, at that level, it becomes apparent that city governments that ban urban agricultural practices have taken a position within the larger argument over where individuals fit within the existing food system by making it illegal for its citizens to exempt themselves from it, even symbolically. These cities have aligned themselves with the conventional food system, the status quo.

Viewing urban agricultural acts, such as front-yard gardens and backyard chickens, through the lens of the greater Food Movement, it also becomes apparent that these symbols may be offensive, and thus controversial, exactly because of their symbolic nature—because they are a condemnation of the existing food system and thus could be viewed as a denouncement or judgment of anyone who either embraces or refuses to question it. Because a neighbor’s backyard chicken might cause another neighbor to feel judged over eating a Chicken McNugget, the underlying symbolism imbued in these practices may, in fact, be the reason that amending zoning ordinances to allow for them has been so contentious.

And the Food Movement is certainly not without its critics. Some have rejected it as anti-regulatory and laying the fault of obesity on the individual.90 Others deride it as a passing fad for fickle hipsters.91 And still others lodge that it is an elitist fascination with peasant agriculture that cannot hope to solve the world’s hunger problems.92 These detractors show that an urban garden is not just a banal and agreeable balm, like a politician declaring that he loves his mother and the American flag, but can be a foray into the combative political realm.

Because the speaker is known, the use of one’s property to show support for a movement is, moreover, a statement of identity.93 “Yards are a very public

---

89. In Defense of Food, supra note 39.
91. See, e.g., James McWilliams, The Butcher Next Door, SLATE MAGAZINE (June 6, 2012, 6:42 AM), http://www.slate.com/articles/life/food/2012/06/diy_animal_slaughter_urban_hipsters_think_it_s_a_goo d_idea_it_isn_t_.html.
demonstration of personal values, and can be a significant source of satisfaction and of connection to the community.\footnote{Susan Clayton, Domesticated Nature: Motivations for Gardening and Perceptions of Environmental Impact, 27 J. ENVTL. PSYCHOL. 215, 216 (2007).} And, how people are using their front yards is changing across the country. Front yards are showcasing increasing individuation evidencing a “shift . . . from public display[s] of social conformity to private expressions of identity and personal enjoyment.”\footnote{Jamie Kirkpatrick et al., An Antipodean Test of Spatial Contagion in Front Garden Character, 93 LANDSCAPE & URB. PLAN., 103, 104 (2009).}

The idea of a garden as both a symbol of support for the food movement and a statement of personal identity is evidenced in a recent controversy in Orlando, Florida, where the city cited a couple for planting a garden in their front yard.\footnote{Steven Kurutz, The Battlefront in the Front Yard, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 19, 2012, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/20/garden/gardeners-fight-with-neighbors-and-city-hall-over-their-lawns.html?pagewanted=all (last updated Jan. 10, 2013).} When describing their reason for the garden, the couple, Jennifer and Jason Helveston, said, “We want to be sustainable.” Jason calls the garden “a patriot garden” neatly referencing both the USDA’s People’s Gardens and the Victory Gardens of World War II. Jason also acknowledges that his fight to keep his front-yard garden has had communicative impact in drumming up support for the values of the Food Movement. “We didn’t want this to happen…but it’s a blessing. It’s gotten more people planting gardens.”\footnote{Id.}

And a garden as political protest is not a new idea. In 1979, Wendell Berry, widely considered a kind of godfather of the Food Movement, wrote an essay arguing that gardens are a protest of the conventional food system because they signal a symbolic independence from it.\footnote{Id. at 167.} In considering the ineffectiveness of his participation in a protest against building a nuclear power plant near his house, he wrote that gardens are a better form of protest because they are complete: they not only signal rejection of growing industrialization of our lives but also provide a solution.\footnote{Id.} He writes, “Some people will object at this point that it belittles the idea of gardening to think of it as an act of opposition or protest. I agree. That is exactly my point. Gardening—or the best kind of gardening—is a complete action. It is so effective a protest because it is so much more than a protest.”\footnote{Id.}

Gardening as a statement of social and political identity is no longer a fringe concept but is a widely accepted and recognized symbol. As Charlie Nardozzi, a

College Library system) (finding that beekeepers “typically kept bees to fulfill personal needs or for ideological reasons”).

95. Jamie Kirkpatrick et al., An Antipodean Test of Spatial Contagion in Front Garden Character, 93 LANDSCAPE & URB. PLAN., 103, 104 (2009).
97. Id. See also Aaron Dykes, Another Front Yard Garden Deemed Illegal, INFOWARS.COM (Nov. 8, 2012, 1:00 PM), http://www.infowars.com/another-front-yard-garden-deemed-illegal/ (“In the age of centralized, factory farming dominance and GMO prevalence, self-sufficiency, home gardens, raw milk and independence itself have become threats against the establishment.”); Roger Doiron, Subversive Plots: Grow Your Own Food to Disconnect from the Industrial System, MOTHER EARTH NEWS, Aug./Sept. 2012, available at http://www.motherearthnews.com/organic-gardening/grow-your-own-food-zm0z12aszmat.aspx?page=3 (encouraging gardeners to move gardens to the front yard to disconnect from the industrial food system).
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senior horticulturist at the National Gardening Association said in an interview with Time Magazine, “‘growing your own food can be a political statement that you have a personal connection with your food and where it’s coming from, versus going to a grocery store and grabbing whatever is on the shelf.’”101 The act of how to use one’s yard, to display beets or a beehive, is akin to putting up a yard sign to support a political movement. It is as much an act of expressing identity as deciding what clothes to wear or what organizations to belong to. It is declaring one’s values to one’s neighbors and the world.

It is the nature of idea to be communicated: written, spoken, done. The idea is like grass. It craves light, likes crowds, thrives on cross breeding, grows better for being stepped on. –Ursula K. Le Guin102

IV. THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT TO URBAN AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES.

Urban agricultural practices are many and varied. They can include relatively uncontroversial practices such as gardening in the backyard or container gardens on the porch.103 They also include more controversial practices that many localities have banned such as gardening on the front lawn or raising micro-livestock, like chickens or bees.104 While this essay asserts that both the non-controversial and controversial practices carry symbolic meaning, recognizing that these practices deserve First Amendment protection will have practical impact on the more controversial practices.

Because urban agricultural practices do not involve text or talking, and do not involve artistic depictions generally viewed as having First Amendment protection such as paintings, theatre, or dance,105 the first issue to determine is where these practices fall on the constitutional line between protected speech and unprotected action.106 If these practices do not qualify as expressive conduct, then the First

103. Some cities do ban all gardening in certain zones. See Schindler, supra note 53, at 239. These gardens also deserve first-amendment protection as long as the gardener intends the garden to be a communicative act.
104. See Schindler, supra note 53 (providing multiple examples of municipalities that ban front-yard gardens and backyard chickens); Jaime Bouvier, Illegal Fowl: A Survey of Municipal Laws Relating to Backyard Poultry and a Model Ordinance for Regulating City Chickens, 42 Env. L. Rev. 10888, 10899 n.171 (Sept. 2012) (providing multiple examples of municipalities that ban backyard chickens).
105. Ryan J. Walsh, Painting on a Canvas of Skin: Tattooing and the First Amendment, 78 U. CHI. L. REV. 1063 (2011) (comparing tattoos to other areas of artistic depictions that the First Amendment protects—such as paintings, theatre, and dance). Although there is some argument that gardens are works of art, for instance the gardens at Versailles are recognized as art, see, e.g., STEPHANIE ROSS, WHAT GARDENS MEAN 6-10 (1998) (arguing that formal gardens should be accepted as works of art akin to painting or poetry), productive vegetable gardens are not widely viewed as the kind of garden that would deserve this status.
106. This is not the first article to address this issue. Bret Rappaport assumes that restoring natural vegetation is protected under the first-amendment as expressive conduct. Bret Rappaport, As Natural Landscaping Takes Root We Must Weed Out the Bad Laws: How Natural Landscaping and Leopold's
Amendment inquiry ends. If these practices do qualify as expressive conduct, the next step is to determine what level of protection they will receive. If the restriction is content-based, then strict scrutiny will apply, requiring that any restriction be “narrowly tailored to serve a compelling state interest.” But if the restriction is unrelated to the suppression of free expression, then the restriction must still overcome a “substantial showing of need” and will be subject to the test the court laid down in United States v. O’Brien.

This essay also demonstrates that First Amendment protection of symbolic speech is not absolute. If gardens, and other common urban homesteading practices, are accepted as expressive, a city may not be able to ban such practices but has not lost the ability to regulate them. To regulate, however, the city must demonstrate something more than an aesthetic preference for lawns over gardens or an unsubstantiated belief that micro-livestock do not belong in cities. The level of government interest required will depend on whether the restrictions are found to be content-based or not. Each of these issues will be explored in more depth below.

A. Is It Conduct or Is It Speech?

The first hurdle to overcome is to determine whether urban agricultural practices can qualify as speech. The Supreme Court has recognized that it could not accept “the view than an apparently limitless variety of conduct can be labeled ‘speech’ whenever the person engaging in the conduct intends thereby to express an idea.” Thus, to determine whether an act should be deemed expressive it is necessary to determine whether the “activity [is] sufficiently imbued with elements of communication” for the First Amendment to protect it.

To be sufficiently imbued with communication, the act must overcome a two-part test requiring that it be both intended and understood as expressive; there must be (1) “an intent to convey a particularized message,” and (2) “in the surrounding circumstances the likelihood was great that the message would be understood by those who viewed it.” Because intent is subjective to the person raising a First Amendment claim, this essay will assume that the first prong of the test will be met. The more knotty issue is whether others objectively view controversial urban agricultural practices, such as front-yard gardens or keeping small livestock like chickens and bees, as carrying a message.

Before delving into that issue, it helps to understand what kinds of acts have


111. Id. at 376.
113. Id. at 410-11.
been deemed symbolic. Both before and after devising the test for expressive conduct, the Supreme Court has either found or assumed that the following acts are expressive: raising a red flag in a private children’s summer camp,\textsuperscript{114} participating in a sit-in,\textsuperscript{115} burning a draft card,\textsuperscript{116} wearing a black arm-band to school,\textsuperscript{117} hanging an American flag upside-down with a peace symbol affixed to it in the window of a private residence,\textsuperscript{118} wearing a military uniform in a play,\textsuperscript{119} picketing for a cause,\textsuperscript{120} soliciting charitable funds,\textsuperscript{121} sleeping in tents on public property at a demonstration for the homeless,\textsuperscript{122} burning the American flag,\textsuperscript{123} dancing in the nude (but only marginally),\textsuperscript{124} placing a burning cross in a private front yard,\textsuperscript{125} marching in a parade,\textsuperscript{126} and giving and spending money in support of political issues.\textsuperscript{127}

Recognizing symbols or acts as speech, moreover, goes back to our nation’s founding.\textsuperscript{128} One of the first major protests of the Stamp Act involved a “Liberty Tree,” which was a large elm decorated with various effigies.\textsuperscript{129} Liberty trees and liberty poles were also widely recognized symbols after the Revolutionary War period as protests against the policies of the new government.\textsuperscript{130}

Though many scholars have attempted to construct a defensible framework for these findings,\textsuperscript{131} it is difficult to detect consistency in the above-listed acts. All of them, however, have been at least tacitly accepted to have a message that would be understood by those who viewed it. Several of these cases involve symbols that were widely recognized at their time to convey solidarity with a movement. In the 1930s, a red flag was understood as supporting communism.\textsuperscript{132} In the 1960s, a black-arm band was understood as support for ending the Vietnam War.\textsuperscript{133} These
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\textsuperscript{127}. Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976); Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310 (2010). See generally Deborah Hellman, Money Talks but It Isn’t Speech, 95 MINN. L. REV. 953 (2010) (describing these cases as holding that giving and spending money in support of political issues is protected speech).
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symbols, however, lose their meaning outside of the context of the movement. The term “red flag” today more readily evokes a football coach challenging a referee’s call than it does communism. And black armbands are being worn simply to draw attention to upper-arm definition. Thus, the meaning of a symbol can change over time and in response to a social or political movement.

While a symbol within the context of an established movement may be more easily recognized as symbolic, the Court does not require a cohesive or widely recognized movement to find an act to be expressive. The Court emphasized the contextual and even ephemeral nature of understanding a message in Spence v. Washington. In this case, a young man hung the American flag upside down with a peace symbol taped over it around the same time as the Cambodian incursion and the Kent State tragedy. The Court found that the surrounding context of those national events provided enough basis to imbue the flag with sufficient meaning, even though that meaning was fleeting: “A flag bearing a peace symbol and displayed upside down by a student today might be interpreted as nothing more than bizarre behavior, but it would have been difficult for the great majority of citizens to miss the drift of appellant's point at the time that he made it.” Thus, the meaning of a symbol can change over time and what might have once been seen as merely bizarre can, in another cultural context, be understood as carrying meaning.

Here, urban agricultural practices have the benefit of the surrounding context of the Food Movement. While gardens may have long been seen as personal retreats with little or no symbolic value (outside of literary references to the Bible), circumstances have changed. With the popular recognition of the Food Movement, as described in Part II, and the popular recognition of gardens and other urban agricultural practices as being symbols of support for and solidarity with the Food Movement as described in Part III, the surrounding context supports the understanding that these urban agricultural acts have meaning. Putting a garden in one’s front yard is not aberrant or “bizarre behavior” as many local ordinances assume, but is widely asserted and accepted as a communicative act.

Other commonly banned urban agricultural practices, like raising chickens in the backyard are more problematic because they are less public. While a chicken owner may argue that keeping the chickens is intended as a communicative act in support of a political movement, if the chickens are kept in a place where no one would be likely to see them, it would be difficult to conclude that others are receiving the message. The First Amendment, however, does not carry a requirement that a minimum number of people must receive a message for it to receive protection. If the person kept chickens in a place where neighbors could see, then the neighbors are capable of receiving the message. If the chicken owner participates in chicken coop tours, an event that commonly occurs in many cities,
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or invites neighbors and friends over to meet the flock, then the owner should be able to more easily show that there is an audience for the message he is conveying.

The list of cases above where acts were found to be communicated, moreover, show that what is being communicated, or the underlying message of those acts, does not need to be precisely defined or to easily translate into a written statement. The Court recognized this when stating that symbolism is a “primitive but effective way of communicating ideas . . . a short cut from mind to mind.”139 While the Court has stated that the message must be “particularized,”140 in many of the areas where the Court has found an act to be sufficiently imbued with communication, what exactly the act is communicating remains unclear.

For instance, the message involved in burning the American flag cannot easily be reduced to words other than being a vague rejection of the United States government or perhaps its policies. In Texas v. Johnson, Johnson burned the flag at the political convention re-nominating Ronald Reagan for President.141 The Court quoted Johnson’s reasons for burning the flag as: “It’s quite a just position [juxtaposition]. We had new patriotism and no patriotism.”142 Even with Johnson attempting to articulate the message, it certainly did not coalesce into any particular demand or even into support for an identified movement. Yet, the Court found that the “expressive, overtly political nature of this conduct was both intentional and overwhelmingly apparent.”143 In Spence v. Washington, where Spence displayed the flag upside down with a peace sign taped over it, the Court did not attempt to define the message beyond saying that “it was a pointed expression of anguish by appellant about the then-current domestic and foreign affairs of his government.”144 Thus, to be viewed as symbolic, the meaning does not have to translate into an easily articulated demand, nor does such message even need to be attached to a recognized social or political movement.145

There is an outer limit to this concept, however. The message must not be so oblique as to require articulation to be understood. In Rumsfeld v. F.A.I.R., the Court held that law schools’ exclusion of military recruiters from campus was “not inherently expressive” because the “expressive component of a law school’s actions is not created by the conduct itself but by the speech that accompanies it.”146 And
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145. While this is not necessary, it may still be helpful. Under Roberts v. U.S. Jaycees, 468 U.S. 609 (1984), and Bd. ofDirs. of Rotary Int’l v. Rotary Club of Duarte, 481 U.S. 537, 548 (1987), when looking at the right to expressive association, the Court found a “corresponding right to associate with others in pursuit of a wide variety of political, social, economic, educational, religious, and cultural ends.” Roberts, 468 U.S. at 622. Thus, when a symbolic act takes place as part of a political movement, this should strengthen the First Amendment’s recognition of the act as communicative and strengthen the First Amendment’s protection of the act.
because “explanatory speech” was necessary, this was “strong evidence” that the conduct was not expressive enough to require protection.147

The test that the Court employs for whether the conduct should be protected as expressive appears, thus, to be whether the Court implicitly understood what the conduct was meant to convey. Because gardens and other agricultural practices have long histories of being employed for private purposes of respite, or practical purposes of growing food, it is uncertain whether a garden’s intended symbolic conduct will be readily understood as “overwhelmingly apparent.”148 But, even though historic use of a symbol may aid it to be recognized as such,149 the Court has not required such historic meaning and indeed recognized symbols as communicative acts when those symbols were fairly recently introduced,150 or even where they were of a transient and original nature.151 Here, courts should recognize these acts as symbolic because, while a garden may have been imbued with symbolism only fairly recently, this symbolism is not as recently introduced as the armband in Tinker, nor as original as the defaced flag in Spence. Gardens and other urban agricultural practices are widely documented symbols of a larger political movement. This movement has been recognized for at least several years, if not decades.152 And, because the symbolism of gardens are being embraced by the highest levels of government, like the White House garden and the USDA’s People’s Garden, and are widely disseminated in the popular press, these practices should implicitly be understood as symbolic.

These practices, moreover, do not stumble into the pitfall of Rumsfeld v. F.A.I.R.153 First, urban agricultural acts are tangible and persistent symbols. Hosting a recruiter on campus is an ephemeral event, happening only once or twice a year in a back room and likely unseen, or at least unnoticed, at a physical, visual level by the people on campus. A garden, by contrast, is a permanent, physical symbol—more easily compared to a sign, a flag, or perhaps a Liberty Tree. More importantly, gardens do not require explanation and are generally not accompanied by one. While many people have discussed the symbolic nature of gardening and urban agricultural practices in books, articles, and over the internet, people who engage in these practices generally do not post a placard next to the garden or chicken coops stating what they mean. And, like burning or defacing a flag have been translated as fairly inarticulate rejections of governmental policies, the
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gardens are widely seen and understood to be a rejection of the conventional food system (which is supported by many governmental policies). Like any symbolic act, there is a great deal of communication about what a garden means, socially, politically, civically, educationally, and environmentally contained in one garden, as shown by what First Lady Michelle Obama, Agricultural Secretary Tom Vilsack, and many other gardeners say when they talk about what they hope their garden communicates to others.\textsuperscript{154}

Another issue is that not every gardener will agree that a garden is communicating something. Gardening has been an accepted backyard avocation, even in city lots, for many years. Some gardeners would be surprised to hear that their garden is a statement. Others may want to put a garden in the front yard simply because they like fresh tomatoes and the front yard gets more sun.

But, just because all gardeners may not agree with what their garden communicates, that should not mean that no garden should have symbolic value. Black armbands, for instance, can demonstrate support for aboriginal resistance in Australia or support for the IRA in Ireland; they can demonstrate grief or mourning; or they can be worn purely as a fashion statement to draw attention to upper-arm definition.\textsuperscript{155} The fact that the armband can mean several different things or nothing at all should not detract from its symbolic meaning when it is worn with symbolic purpose. This is especially true where there is a recognized movement and the armband is a recognized symbol within the movement. Here, these urban agricultural acts fit the bill. There is wide recognition that we are in the midst of a food movement by scholars, activists, and the popular press. And agricultural acts like front-yard gardens and keeping small livestock are widely accepted symbols of the movement. Thus, just because some may not intend their garden to convey any message, it should not detract from others who do intend for their garden to educate others, convey identity, and show support for a larger political movement.

Urban agricultural acts should qualify for protection under the First Amendment as communicative acts. They intend to display a particularized message that is tied to a widely recognized Food Movement. And in the current cultural context of government, community, and institutional and individual support for gardens as symbols of this movement, the likelihood is great that those who view it understand the message it carries.

\section*{B. Are the Laws Banning Urban Agricultural Practices Content-Based?}

In determining that urban agricultural practices are expressive, the next question is whether the laws banning them are content-based. To answer this question, it is necessary to look at the kinds of laws that ban agricultural practices in the city. There is little consistency in these laws because they are enacted at a

\textsuperscript{154} See supra Part III.

local level and most of them do not follow a standard or model code.\textsuperscript{156} Laws that ban front-yard gardens sometimes do so expressly by providing that no person shall grow a vegetable garden in the front yard.\textsuperscript{157} They more often, however, are not explicit; city officials interpret vague aesthetic guidelines to effectively prohibit front-yard gardens. For example, in Orlando, Florida, city officials attempted to prosecute a homeowner for growing a front-yard garden\textsuperscript{158} based on its ordinance providing that “[g]round covers shall be planted in a manner so as to present a finished appearance . . . .”\textsuperscript{159} Oak Park, Michigan attempted to prosecute another homeowner\textsuperscript{160} on the basis of its ordinance providing that “[a]ll unpaved portions of the site shall be planted with grass ground cover, shrubbery, or other suitable live plant material.”\textsuperscript{161}

Laws that ban chickens are equally diverse.\textsuperscript{162} Some ban chickens as dangerous animals,\textsuperscript{163} some relegate chickens to only agriculturally zoned lands,\textsuperscript{164} and some seemingly allow chickens, but require very large setbacks or a very large parcel of land so most property owners within the city would be unable to keep them.\textsuperscript{165}

As expected, the author has not come across any ordinance that provides that the reason that the city bans any of these practices is explicitly to ban a political symbol. But the First Amendment has not been interpreted to require such
explicitness. The Court has found laws unconstitutional under the First Amendment when they allow debate in only “one direction”\textsuperscript{166} or “attempt to give one side of a debatable public question an advantage in expressing its views to the people.”\textsuperscript{167} In other words, it is unconstitutional “[t]o allow a government the choice of permissible subjects for public debate” because this would “allow that government control over the search for political truth.”\textsuperscript{168}

Here, when a city bans urban agricultural practices, it is actually taking a side within a debate over where cities fit within our food system and implicitly endorsing the status quo by forbidding urban dwellers to symbolize support for alternative food systems or to personally participate in growing or raising food. There is a strong thread within the food movement that is concerned with how our laws and social mores have worked to distance from the consumer how food is grown and raised.\textsuperscript{169} And many people within the food movement have argued that this distance, imposed socially but also legislatively through laws that prohibit urban agricultural practices within a city, is exactly what has allowed some of the current abuses in our food system, such as CAFOs, to occur. Thus, deciding that urban areas should be free of certain agricultural uses, like backyard chickens, is to create a culture and endorse the concept that an entire group of people should not and cannot participate in the production side of the food system. It is also siding with the argument that how our food is raised should be hidden, perhaps because it may be disquieting to be faced every day with animals that are being raised for food purposes.\textsuperscript{170}

While a city may assert that it is merely applying generally accepted aesthetic principles of how an urban area should look, these aesthetic principles are no longer without controversy. While it is questionable whether there ever was an aesthetic principle that everyone agreed to regarding how a front-yard must look, it is certainly no longer the case now that front-yard gardening is gaining wider press and mass appeal. There is also a concern that these aesthetic principles that encourage yards of non-native grasses shorn by mechanical means are unsustainable and unsuitable uses of land. So, by relying on outdated norms of aesthetics, the city is perpetuating and, in fact, demanding unsustainable practices. The interest in aesthetics, thus, becomes no more than a veil to detract attention from the real underlying debate of the sustainability of our current food systems. And through purportedly aesthetic interests, the city is forbidding individuals to show support for alternatives to that food system, both symbolically and practically.

By deciding to ban certain agricultural practices from the city, the city is, in effect, taking a side in this debate and controlling the acceptable methods under which to have this debate. If the city uses its police power to make these practices
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illegal, the movement is, in a sense, stymied, because people are legally prohibited from showing support for and participating within the movement. This may lead to a false sense that this movement is more marginalized than it actually is. If people are concerned that they risk fines, or even jail time, for expressing their solidarity with a movement by putting their garden in the front-yard, or raising chickens in the back, the movement itself is being squashed.

The content-based argument, however, can get thorny for a few reasons. One reason may be that, because these acts are, even if they are acts with communicative effect, they are not only just symbols of the debate, but in some ways the very issues at stake in the debate. So by declaring these acts communicative, one could argue that the debate is circumvented and the Food Movement wins. This is the concern that Justice Scalia expressed when he said “virtually every law restricts conduct, and virtually any prohibited conduct can be performed for an expressive purpose…” For instance, if a person believes that property should not be owned but should be shared communally and then shoplifts a candy bar from the corner store as an expressive act to demonstrate his political belief, the First Amendment should not protect this act. If it did, this would mean that, through the First Amendment, any person could make an end-run around any law that they disagree with simply by symbolically disobeying it. If the First Amendment protected the expressive shoplifter, ownership in private property would be obliterated.

But this is not what is happening here for two reasons. The first is that these urban agricultural acts are not the movement itself, but are just one portion of it—and a largely symbolic portion at that. The Food Movement is about dissatisfaction with the way that our current food system works. It seeks to raise awareness of the problems in our food system, to change it, and to develop alternate food systems. Finding certain urban agricultural practices to be protected as communicative acts does not circumvent the debate altogether—because this movement is about more than just growing one’s food for oneself. It does, however, provide a more level playing field on which the debate can occur. Banning these practices, in essence, allows “one side of the debate to fight freestyle, while requiring the other to follow Marquis of Queensberry rules” because it only allows people to present in their front yard what the city, or even just a single city official, deems to fit community standards of aesthetics, and

172. Several recent studies have found that cities like Detroit and Cleveland could grow between 20% to over 70% of the fresh produce necessary to meet the needs of their residents. Sharanbir S. Grewal & Parwinder S. Grewal, Can Cities become Self-Reliant in Food?, 29 CITIES 1 (Feb. 2012). See generally, Kathryn Colasanti et al., Growing Food in the City: Production Potential of Vacant Land, 5 C.S. MOTT GRP. FOR SUSTAINABLE FOOD SYS. (Jun. 2010). These studies start with the premise that the majority of vacant land would be used for agricultural purposes. This starting premise, as the authors concede, is ambitious because much urban land suffers from pollution and other problems that render it unsuitable for growing food. Even with this starting premise, however, a city cannot raise all of the food necessary to feed it, nor can most individuals on city-sized lots raise all of the food necessary for that individual. Thus, urban agriculture, while an important symbol of the food movement, and perhaps part of the solution for creating alternate channels to the industrialized food system, is not the solution of the food movement.
outlaws any dissenting use of one’s front yard. Legitimating these practices, either by a city deciding to remove the bans, or through constitutional protection, will allow those who want to show support for the food movement to do so on their own property without fear of censure.

The second reason this is not like the shoplifting example is that shoplifting carries with it fairly obvious economic harm to the shop-owner and to society as a whole. Thus, the government ought to be able to ban it on the basis of that harm—or because of its secondary effects. Under this theory, if the conduct is communicative and the government restriction is content-based, then the government can still regulate the conduct on the basis of negative secondary effects associated with the conduct. In City of Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc., a zoning ordinance banning theatres that showed adult films from locating “within 1,000 feet of any residential zone, single- or multiple-family dwelling, church, park, or school” was upheld because its reason for doing so was to prevent that type of speech from increasing crime in areas surrounding them. The Court held that because the city was concerned about the secondary effects and not the message contained within the adult films themselves, the ban was content-neutral and therefore valid. The Court also found that the City did not need to demonstrate these secondary effects with studies conducted in the same city, but could rely on other cities’ studies of the secondary effects associated with adult theatres. In that case Renton had relied on Seattle’s study of secondary effects, which included “‘expert testimony on the adverse effects of the presence of adult motion picture theaters on neighborhood children and community improvement efforts’” and “‘detailed findings’” supported by “‘substantial evidence’” that adult theatres contribute to neighborhood blight.

A city here may argue that the ban on urban agricultural practices is content neutral because it is actually concerned with the secondary effects of such practices, rather than the practices themselves. For front yard gardens, a city may raise the concern that if the yard does not adhere to community expectations of beauty and acceptable uses of front yards it may affect property values. And, for backyard chickens a city may raise concerns with odor, noise, or diseases. The problem with this argument, however, is that there are no empirical studies that support these concerns. While these concerns may be common, the scholarship in this area has found that gardens increase property values, that
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urban agricultural practices increase a sense of community in a neighborhood, and that the concerns with raising chickens in the city are unjustified as long as the practice is properly regulated. While the Court allowed Renton to rely on Seattle’s study, it still required that there be “substantial evidence” supported by expert testimony and detailed findings that such secondary effects exist. Here, cities should not be allowed to rely on unsubstantiated concerns when evidence of the possible negative effects of allowing these practices are not readily apparent. In fact, there is much evidence that these practices are, on balance, beneficial to both the individual and the community.

C. Do Bans on Urban Agricultural Practices Overcome the Test for Content-Neutral Laws That Restrict Symbolic Conduct?

If one does not accept that these bans are content-based, the bans still must overcome the test for content-neutral laws that restrict symbolic conduct established in O’Brien. And, even if one is having difficulty with the concept of a garden as expressive conduct, the milieu of expressive conduct is not terribly exclusive; the Court has applied the O’Brien test to conduct that has been found to be only marginally at the “outer perimeters” of the First Amendment protection. Under O’Brien, “when ‘speech’ and ‘nonspeech’ elements are combined in the same course of conduct, a sufficiently important governmental interest in regulating the nonspeech element can justify incidental limitations on First Amendment freedoms.” Thus, “a government regulation is sufficiently justified

[(1)] if it is within the constitutional power of the Government;
[(2)] if it furthers an important or substantial governmental interest;
[(3)] if the governmental interest is unrelated to the suppression of free expression; and
[(4)] if the incidental restriction on alleged First Amendment freedoms is no

http://lsr.nellco.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1049&context=nyu_lewp (finding that community gardens increase property values, especially in the most disadvantaged neighborhoods).

181. GROWING HEALTHY SUSTAINABLE PLACES, supra note 50, at 3 (citing LORRAINE JOHNSON, CITY FARMER: ADVENTURES IN URBAN FOOD GROWING (2010), and H. PATRICIA HYNES, A PATCH OF EDEN: AMERICA’S INNER-CITY GARDENERS (1996)).

182. S. L. Pollock et al., Raising Chickens in City Backyards: The Public Health Role, 37 J. COMMUNITY HEALTH 734 (2012) (finding that public health concerns about infectious diseases and other nuisances that might be caused by keeping hens in an urban setting cannot be supported by literature specific to the urban agriculture context and recommending that public health practitioners approach this issue in a manner analogous to concerns over keeping domestic pets).

183. See GROWING HEALTHY SUSTAINABLE PLACES, supra note 50, at 3; H. PATRICIA HYNES & RUSS LOPEZ, URBAN HEALTH: READINGS IN THE SOCIAL, BUILT, AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTS OF U.S. CITIES, 267-71 (2009) (surveying research studies on the benefits of urban agricultural practices); Colasanti, supra note 169, at 9-12 (surveying research studies on the benefits of urban agricultural practices); DARRIN NORDAHL, PUBLIC PRODUCE: THE NEW URBAN AGRICULTURE 114 (2009) (finding that gardens can serve aesthetic concerns and require no more maintenance than the landscape plants that most cities currently allow).


greater than is essential to the furtherance of that interest.  

The Court has also observed that “this test has been interpreted to embody much the same standards as” time, place, or manner restrictions.  

The first prong is satisfied—zoning restrictions, in general, are within the constitutional power of the government.  Whether the government interest is unrelated to the suppression of free expression has already been addressed in Part IV(B) exploring whether these restrictions are content-based. The remainder of this essay assumes that they are not. But even if they are not, the government must still show an important or substantial government interest and that the restriction is no greater than is essential to the furtherance of that interest.

While the government’s interest in aesthetics has qualified as an important interest in cases dealing with private speech, such as signs and billboards, on public property, it has not been found sufficient to justify a ban that forecloses an entire medium of expression on a person’s own private property.  

The line of case law most closely aligned to the interests at stake here are the cases concerning signs on private property.  This is because those cases recognize that it is especially problematic when the government chooses to foreclose an entire medium of expression.  These cases also recognize that the rules slightly shift to make the First Amendment more protective to a person’s means of expressing themselves when that expression takes place on that person’s own private property.  And, although these cases do not concern symbolic conduct but written speech, these cases rest on the admittedly similar “time, place, or manner test.”

In City of Ladue v. Gilleo, a ban on residential signs was found to be unconstitutional.  The city stated its interest was aesthetic: “minimizing the visual clutter associated with signs.”  While the Court found this interest to be

187.  Id. at 377.
189.  Zoning restrictions, in general, are constitutional under Vill. of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365 (1926). While there is an issue whether certain restrictions on urban agricultural uses could be found unconstitutional under Euclid for being “clearly arbitrary and unreasonable, having no substantial relation to public health, safety, morals, or general welfare,” id. at 395, suits brought under this standard have not met with much success. See Schindler, supra note 53, at 251 (listing cases).
190.  Members of the City Council of L.A. v. Taxpayers for Vincent, 466 U.S. 789, 816-17 (1984) (finding that city’s aesthetic interest in avoiding “visual clutter” justifies the city’s routine removal of signs on public property, such as sidewalks, lamp posts, and telephone poles); Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego, 453 U.S. 490, 510-12 (1981) (stating that interests in traffic safety and aesthetic interests can be valid reasons for drawing a distinction between on-site and off-site commercial advertising, but is not a valid basis to draw a distinction between on-site commercial and off-site non-commercial speech).
192.  See Ladue, 512 U.S. at 53.
193.  See id. at 58.
194.  Id. at 56. (finding that Ladue’s ordinance prohibiting only certain kinds of yard signs could be under-inclusive, but ultimately deciding that amending the statute to prohibit more speech would not qualify as a time, place, and manner restriction because it foreclosed an entire medium of expression).
195.  Id. at 59.
196.  Id. at 54.
valid, it rejected it as not compelling enough to justify the ban.197 This was because the ban on residential signs foreclosed an entire medium of speech and did not “leave open ample alternative channels for communication.”198 The city countered that a resident could still communicate by other means—such as with “hand-held” signs, letters, handbills, flyers, telephone calls, newspaper advertisements, bumper stickers, speeches, and neighborhood or community meetings.”199 The Court rejected this because there was no practical substitute for a yard sign.200 This was because yard signs were cheap, convenient, and an especially effective way to reach neighbors, “an audience that could not be reached nearly as well by other means.”201

The Court also emphasized that speech that takes place in one’s home or on one’s own property deserves more protection: “A special respect of individual liberty in the home has long been part of our culture and our law . . . that principle has special resonance when the government seeks to constrain a person’s ability to speak there.”202 The Court goes on to state that “[w]hereas the government's need to mediate among various competing uses, including expressive ones, for public streets and facilities is constant and unavoidable . . . its need to regulate temperate speech from the home is surely much less pressing.”203 Thus, government interests like extra cost for security and for cleaning a public area might justify a ban on sleeping in a public park—even if the sleeping is expressive, because it is meant to draw attention to the plight of the homeless, but those sorts of costs should not come into play when the government is dealing with speech on a person’s own private property.204 This suggests that the government would have to show a heightened interest to justify burdening speech, even symbolic speech, that takes place on one’s personal property. It also suggests that the government interests put forth for regulating property use, such as “visual clutter” or other closely related aesthetic interests, do not provide a sufficient reason for entirely banning a means of expression on private land. A medium of expression, moreover, is not limited to means of conveying written speech, but also includes areas of symbolic expressions such as live entertainment.205

Finally, the Court emphasized that speech that takes place on one’s property, by its location, is a statement of personal identity. That it concerns identity is important because “the identity of the speaker is an important component of many attempts to persuade.”206 As an example, the Court stated that the “espousal of socialism may carry different implications when displayed on the grounds of a stately mansion than when pasted on a factory wall or an ambulatory sandwich
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204. See Clark, 468 U.S. 288.
205. Ladue, 512 U.S. at 55 (citing cases where the court invalidated ordinances that “foreclose[d] an entire medium of expression,” such as live entertainment in Schad v. Borough of Mount Ephraim, 452 U.S. 61, 75-76 (1981)).
206. Ladue, 512 U.S. at 56.
board."  

Here, these rationales easily transfer to using property for urban agricultural acts—such as a front-yard garden or keeping backyard chickens. First, by banning a front-yard garden, a city is foreclosing that medium of speech. While it is possible for a person to put a sign in the yard, or put a bumper sticker on her car stating, “Down with Big Food—Grow Your Own” or “Food is the Basis for Civil Society” none of these signs carry quite the same message as an actual front-yard garden, which carries these messages plus much more. As for chickens, while it is possible for a person to put a sign in the backyard or hand out leaflets stating, “Ask Me About Industrial Farming, C.A.F.O.s, and Why Backyard Eggs Taste Better,” these, and many other signs one could come up with, do not carry the same message. As Wendell Berry pointed out, the garden as protest is a complete act; it is not only a denunciation of the conventional food system—it is also expressing a positive solution. In symbolic speech, the medium is the message, and by banning the symbol, the city is foreclosing an entire medium of expression.

One could argue that there are sufficient channels, at least for gardening as speech, because most cities do allow gardens in the backyard where they could still reach neighbors. This is not a satisfying substitute for several reasons, however. The communicative impact of something placed in the backyard, though it may still have impact, has far less impact than what takes place within the front yard for all to see. So, even if all gardens are accepted to be communicative, what is happening in the front yard surely carries the most symbolic weight. It is difficult to imagine the Court finding that the ability to post a sign in the backyard creates a sufficient channel for that medium of speech. Also, many people grow a garden in the front yard just because there is not sufficient light or land in the backyard. For these people, their ability to garden at all, and thus wield this potent political symbol, will be foreclosed if they cannot do so in the front yard.

Next, because these symbols take place on private property, they deserve heightened First Amendment protection. Here, like a yard sign, displaying a garden is an act of identity. And, it carries more persuasive impact because the identity of the speaker is known. For example, like a mansion bearing a sign in support of socialism, a garden consisting of collard greens, rainbow chard, and golden beets in the front yard of a neighbor known to work as a nurse carries special meaning. Likewise, a garden of the three sisters, corn, beans, and squash, in the front yard of the local history enthusiast, and ground cherries, persimmons, and paw paws in the front yard of the local teacher are certainly revealing something about the identity of the owner and educating the neighbors about the

207. Id. at 56-57.
208. See, e.g., Mark Francis & Randolph T. Hester, Jr., The Meaning of Gardens: Idea, Place, and Action (1990) (asserting that gardens are important and long-recognized mediums of cultural and personal expression).
209. It is equally difficult to imagine that the Court would find that a sign in the backyard has no communicative value at all.
history and diversity of our food and our culture at the same time.

In *Ladue*, the Court concluded that even though the ban on residential signs was invalid, the City could still address its interests in visual clutter through other means. While first noting that residents’ own incentives to keep up their own property values by preventing visual clutter in their yards diminishes “the danger of the ‘unlimited’ proliferation of residential signs,” the Court stated that “more temperate measures” could satisfy Ladue’s regulatory interests.

This also applies to urban agriculture. First, the fear that urban agricultural practices will somehow overrun the city, like Ladue’s concerns about the danger of unlimited proliferation of residential signs, is likely overrated. And, just as the Court noted in *Ladue*, a resident’s self interest in keeping up his property values will mean most front-yard gardens will be neat and well-kept. That being said, however, cities can and should have the ability to regulate these practices—that is to take “more temperate measures” short of banning them. Allowing front-yard gardens does not require that the city accept an unkempt, overgrown lot of rotting vegetables. And, allowing chickens does not mean that a city must accept a large flock kept in CAFO-like conditions. But the city’s application of aesthetics should be expanded to allow for political symbols—like communicative gardens—in much the same way that cities must tolerate for sale and political signs.

Thus, even if gardens and other urban agricultural practices are found to be expressive, this does not mean that a city cannot regulate them, but to do so it must demonstrate an interest above the interest in “visual clutter” that the Court found to be insufficient in *Ladue*. To fully ban a practice, a city should be able to provide evidence, at least at the level of evidence required in *City of Renton v. Playtime Theatres*, of actual, real deleterious secondary effects. And cities’ concerns about the nuisance value of these practices should be based on valid, provable concerns, with actual impact—not vague prejudices such as gardens should be kept out of sight or that chickens do not belong in the city.

Because many city-dwellers have been separated from agriculture for so long, they lack the agricultural knowledge to understand what kinds of practices can flourish in more densely populated city environments. This essay cannot attempt to draw clear lines between what a city must accept, what a city should be able to ban, and to what level a city can regulate. But this essay does assert that front-yard gardens and urban animal husbandry of micro-livestock like chickens and bees, should be protected. The First Amendment should overcome any ban on front-yard gardens, because, by virtue of being placed in the front yard, its communicative power is high. And, as most cities already allow gardening, albeit in the backyard, it is difficult to find any deleterious secondary effects that would supersede the kinds of concerns with “visual clutter” that have already been found to be

---
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insufficient to overcome First Amendment protection. Backyard chickens and other micro-livestock should also be protected from complete bans because their communicative value and symbolic power is high and it has been demonstrated that the nuisance concerns surrounding them are low.\textsuperscript{214}

On the other side of the line, cities may be able to outlaw keeping a herd of Chianina cattle or a drift of Duroc hogs because the city will be able to show that lot sizes are too small to raise the animals responsibly and nuisance concerns are real. Cities should also be able to regulate gardens to ensure that they are well-tended and regulate micro-livestock so that they are cared for, kept in humane and sanitary conditions and do not cause nuisance. Other currently contentious issues in urban agriculture, such as selling produce from lots zoned residential, or allowing market gardens or small urban farms on land not zoned for agricultural use, or on land unconnected to a dwelling remain to be figured out. Over time, city governments, city planners, agricultural experts, and city dwellers should be able to define the line more definitively, but this should not stop us from recognizing that certain agricultural practices, like front-yard gardens and backyard chickens, which many cities currently ban, deserve First Amendment protection now.

V. CONCLUSION

Better than any argument is to rise at dawn / and pick dew-wet red berries in a cup. – Wendell Berry\textsuperscript{215}

While the idea of a garden as a means of expression may initially strike some as being absurd because they think of a garden as merely a practical means for growing food, this essay has shown that this is an outdated lens through which to view many urban agricultural practices. Gardens, and other urban agricultural practices like keeping micro-livestock, are widely recognized symbols of a national and international social and political movement—the Food Movement. Scholars are studying the Food Movement, governments are changing laws and policies based on it, and the popular press is documenting all aspects of it. And, individuals are showing support and solidarity, educating their neighbors, and declaring their identity through displaying the symbols of this movement in their own yards. The First Amendment, therefore, should protect the communicative aspects of these symbolic acts. This means that cities should no longer be able to ban such practices as front-yard gardens and backyard chickens based on aesthetic declarations that gardens do not belong in front yards or unsupported beliefs that agricultural practices like keeping micro-livestock do not belong in cities. Cities, however, should retain their ability to regulate these practices to curb nuisance concerns, as long as those concerns are real, documented, and supported by

\textsuperscript{214} See e.g., COBB, \textit{supra} note 4, at 25-27 (discussing how chickens, goats, and bees can thrive in an urban environment); Bouvier, \textit{supra} note 104, at 10893-96 (discussing that the concerns that cities raise about backyard chickens are mostly without basis as long as the city properly regulates the practice). This essay has always spoken of chickens in the back yard, and with good reason, chickens in the front yard may cause neighborhood dogs to behave in a predatory manner, which should be a sufficient interest to allow cities to relegate chickens to a less visible area of the yard. See Bouvier, \textit{supra} note 104, at 10918.

\textsuperscript{215} Berry, \textit{supra} note 1, at 91.
evidence. Recognizing that a city requires more than vague aesthetic interests or prejudices against agricultural practices to support a ban on a communicative act will strike the right balance under our constitutional principles. Then the larger debate between the values of the Food Movement and the status quo of our current food system can play out on even ground.